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This paper deals with the existence of multiple solutions for some classes of
nonlinear elliptic Dirichlet boundary value problems. The interplay of convex and
concave nonlinearities is studied both for second order equations and for problems
involving the p-Laplacian. The bifurcation of positive solutions for some quasilinear
eigenvalue problems is also discussed.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
In this paper we look for multiple solutions of a class of elliptic equa-
tions of the form
{&2pu=* |u|
q&2 u+|u| :&2u,
u=0
x # 0,
x # 0
(1)
where p>1, *>0 is a real parameter, 2pu#div( |{u| p&2 {u) is the
p-Laplacian, 0 is a bounded domain of RN with smooth boundary 0, and
1<q<p<:<p*, with p*=Np(N&p) if p<N, and p*=+ otherwise.
When p=2, (1) becomes the second order equation
{&2u=* |u|
q&2 u+|u|:&2 u,
u=0
x # 0,
x # 0
with 1<q<2<:<2*.
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The latter problem has been investigated in [5] and [8], while the
general case p>1 has been studied in [16, 17].
In the present paper we will improve some of the results cited above.
First, in Section 2, we consider the second order equation
{&2u=* |u|
q&2 u+G$(u),
u=0
x # 0,
x # 0,
(2)
when G is possibly not symmetric. In such a case, the results of [5] yield
the existence of 4>0 such that (2) has two pairs of positive (negative,
respectively) solutions for all 0<*<4. In Theorem 2.1 we show there
exists an additional pair of solutions (which can change sign) for all
0<*<**, with ** possibly smaller than 4. The method relies on critical
point theory. For example, to find solutions of (2) at positive level, we use
a device discussed in [2]: these solutions arise as critical points of a func-
tional I* constrained on a suitable manifold M* . It turns out that the
positive, resp. negative, solutions found in [5] as saddle points of I* are in
fact local minima of I* on M* , and an application of the MountainPass
theorem yields an additional solution. As a byproduct, this method allows
us to give a new and simple proof of a multiplicity result by Wang, [23].
In Section 3 we deal with (1). The results of [16, 17] yield the existence
of two positive solutions of (1) for *>0 sufficiently small. To show that (1)
possesses two positive solutions in the maximal interval (0, 4) we cannot
use here a variational approach like in [5], because for quasilinear equa-
tions it is not known an analogue of the Brezis-Nirenberg result [11]. To
overcome this difficulty, the idea is to use a-priori estimates and topological
arguments. Assuming 0 to be a ball, we first prove an uniform bound for
radial solutions of (1), which plays the role of the GidasSpruck result,
[18], in the semilinear second order equation. Then, a degree theoretic
argument similar to that discussed by Amann in [1], allows us to show
that (1) has two positive solutions in the maximal interval (0, 4),
see Theorem 3.10. We also prove that there exists a branch of positive
solutions emanating from the trivial solutions at *=0, see Theorem 3.12.
Finally, in Section 4, we deal with the existence of positive solutions of
{&2p u=*f (u),u=0
x # 0,
x # 0
where f (u)&u p&1 near 0 or near infinity. Here we prove a bifurcation
result, both from 0 and from infinity, following the ideas developed in [3].
Moreover, we can also extend to quasilinear equations the results proved
in [4] for the semilinear case.
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Notation. Notation like L p, Wk, p, W1=W 1, 2, W 10 will be used to
denote standard Lebesgue, or Sobolev spaces.
The usual norm in L p and in Wk, p will be denoted by | } |p , respectively
& }&k, p .
2. Semilinear Problems
Here we deal with the Dirichlet semilinear problem (2). We shall assume
that G # C2(R, R) satisfies:
(G1) G$(s) s:G(s)0, \s # R, with 2<:<2*;
(G2) G"(s) s2:G$(s) s, \s # R;
(G3) G"(s) s2c1 |s|:, \s # R (c1>0).
Here and in the rest of this section 2*=2N(N&2) if N>2, 2*=+
when N=2.
Let us explicitely remark that from the above assumptions it follows that
G is convex and
G(s)=
1
:
|s|:+o( |s|:), at s=0, s=. (3)
A function G satisfying (G1&G2&G3) is, for example, a G of the form
G(s)=ki=1 ai |s|
:i&1s with 2<:i<2*. However we point out that we do
not assume that G is even.
We will work on the Sobolev space E : =W 1, 20 (0) equipped with the
norm &u&=|{u| 2 . For u # E we set
I*(u)=
1
2
&u&2&
*
q
|u| qq&|
0
G(u) dx,
I +* (u)=
1
2
&u&2&
*
q
|u+| qq&|
0
G(u+) dx,
I &* (u)=
1
2
&u&2&
*
q
|u&| qq&|
0
G(u&) dx,
where
u+=max[u, 0], u&=min[u, 0].
The above functionals are well defined in E and of class C 1 therein, because
(G1&G3) hold and :<2*. Solutions (respectively positive solutions,
negative solutions) of (2) correspond to critical points of I* (I +* , I
&
* ,
respectively). From the results of [5] it follows there exists $>0 such that
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for all * # (0, $) I +* (resp. I
&
* ) has a local minimum u+>0 (resp. u&<0),
with I \* (u\)<0. Moreover the MountainPass theorem yields the
existence of another pair v+>0, v&<0, of critical points of I +* and I
&
* ,
respectively, with I \* (v\)>0.
The main goal of this section is to improve the preceding result by
showing
Theorem 2.1. There exists **>0 such that, for all 0<*<**:
(i) if (3) holds, then (2) has a solution u3 {u\, with I*(u3)<0;
(ii) if, in addition, (G1&G2&G3) hold, then (2) has another solution
v3{v\, with I*(v3)>0.
We anticipate that Theorem 2.1 holds in a greater generality, see
Remark 2.9.
The proof of the Theorem will be carried out in several steps.
(a) Critical points at negative level. We prove here the existence of
u3 . First of all, let us note that, according to [11], u+ , u& are also local
minima of I* . Recall also that the above functionals verify the (PS) condi-
tion because :<2*.
Lemma 2.2. If *>0 is sufficiently small I* has a third critical point
u3 {u& , u+, such that I*(u3)<0.
Proof. We can assume that u+ , u& are isolated local minima. Let us
denote by b* the Mountain-Pass critical level of I* with base points u+ , u& :
b*= inf
h # H
max[I*(h(t)): t # [0, 1]]
where H=[h # C1([0, 1], E): h(0)=u+, h(1)=u&].
We claim that by b*<0 provided * is small enough. For this purpose,
let us consider
I*(tu\)=
1
2
t2 &u\&2&*
tq
q
|u\ | qq&|
0
G(tu\) dx.
From (3) it readily follows that there exists $1>0 such that
I*(tu\)<0, \t # (0, 1), \0<*<$1 . (4)
Let us consider the 2-dimensional plane 62 containing the straightlines tu&
and tu+ (if u& and u& are proportional, take any 2-dimensional plane con-
taining them) and take u # 62 with &u&==. Note that for such u one has
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that |u|q=cq = and |u|:=c: = for some constants cq , cr>0. Then, using (3),
one infers
I*(u)=
1
2
=2&
*
q
cqq=
q&
1
r
c::=
:+o(=:), (5)
for u # 62 , &u&==>0, small. Since 1<q<2<: it follows that I*(u)<0 for
all such u. Consider the path # obtained glueing together the segments
[tu&: = &u&&&1t1], [tu+: = &u+ &&1t1] and the arc [u # 62 : &u&
==]. From (4) and (5) it follows that
b*max
u # #
I*(u)<0,
proving the claim. Since the level [I*(u)=b*] carries a critical point u3 of
I* different from u\ , the lemma follows. K
(b) Critical points at positive level. Here we prove the existence
of v3 . First, some notation is in order. Let S=[u # E: &u&=1]. For u # S
we set
,\* (u) :=({I
\
* (u) | u)=&u&2&* |u\| qq&|
0
G$(u\) u\ dx.
Let u>0 and consider first the equation ,+* (tu)=0. namely
t2&|
0
G(tu) tu dx=*tq |u| qq .
Setting
#(t)=1&
1
t |0 G$(tu) u dx,
,+* (u)=0 writes as
#(t)=*tq&2 |u| qq . (6)
Using (G2&G3) one infers
#(t)1&c1 t:&2 |u| ::1&c2 t
:&2. (7)
Let cq>0 be such that |u| qqcq and consider the equation
1&c2 t:&2=*cq tq&2. (8)
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Plainly, there exists *0>0 and \>0 such that (8) has precisely two solu-
tions _*<\<{* for all * # (0, *0). Using (7), an elementary comparison
argument shows that (6) has a solution t*{*>\ for all * # (0, *0) and all
u # S, u>0 (actually, since # is strictly decreasing, such a solution is
unique)
A quite similar argument can be carried out for ,&* . For *<*0 we set
M \* =[u # E : ,
\
* (u)=0, &u&\].
In the proofs of Lemmas 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 below the superscript \ will
be omitted.
Lemma 2.3. There exists A>0 such that I \* A for all u # M
\
* ,
provided * is small enough.
Proof. We use (G1) to infer
I*(u)=
1
2
&u&2&
*
q
|u| qq&|
0
G(u) dx
1
2
&u&2&
*
q
|u| qq&
1
: |0 G$(u) u dx.
For u # M* one has
&u&2&* |u| qq=|
0
G$(u) u dx,
whence
I*(u)
1
2
&u&2&
*
q
|u| qq&
1
:
(&u&2&* |u| qq)
=
:&2
2:
&u&2&*
:&q
:q
c1 &u&q. (9)
Since &u&\ it follows that I*(u)A>0 provided * is sufficiently small. K
Next we show:
Lemma 2.4. For * sufficiently small one has:
(i) ({,\* (u) | u)&A$<0 for all u # M
\
* ; in particular M
\
* is a
smooth manifold in E;
(ii) critical points of I\* constrained on M
\
* are stationary points of I
\
* .
Proof.
(i) There results
({,*(u) | u)=2 &u&2&q* |u| qq&|
0
(G"(u) u2+G$(u) u) dx.
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Using (G2), one infers
({,*(u) | u)2 &u&2&q* |u| qq&(1+:) |
0
G$(u) u dx.
If u # M* one has
({,*(u) | u)2 &u&2&q* |u| qq&(1+:)[&u&
2&* |u| qq]
(1&:)&u&2+*(1+:&q) c1 &u&q.
Hence, if * is small enough,
({,*(u) | u)&A$<0
for some A$>0.
(ii) If u # M* is a critical point of I* constrained on M* , then there
exists + # R such that
{I*(u)=+{,*(u).
Taking the scalar product with u and recalling that ({I*(u) | u)=,*(u)=0,
one infers
0=+({,*(u) | u).
Using (i) one finds that +=0 and (ii) follows. K
The next Lemma shows that I \* satisfies the PalaisSmale condition on
M\* . Below it is also understood that * is sufficiently small.
Lemma 2.5. Let un # M\* be such that
I\* (u)c (10)
{I\* (un)&+n{,
\
* (un)  0. (11)
Then un has a converging subsequence.
Proof. We will use similar arguments as in theorem 2.9 of [2]. For the
reader convenience, we report below some detail. From (10) and using (9),
it readily follows that
&un&c1 (12)
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and thus, up to a subsequence, un converges to some u, weakly in E.
Moreover, one easily checks that
{I*(un)&+n{,*(un)=(1&2+n) un+C(un), (13)
for some compact map C.
From (11), taking the scalar product with un and using the same
arguments as before, we deduce that
+n({,*(un) | un)  0. (14)
Since un # M* then
&un&2=* |un | qq+|
0
G$(un) un dx.
and thus, up to a subsequence,
lim &un&2=* |u| qq+|
0
G$(u) u dx.
Moreover, since &u&2\, one infers
* |u| qq+|
0
G$(u) u dx\>0. (15)
By a direct computation one has
({,*(un) | un)=2 &un &2&*q |un | qq&|
0
[G$(un) un+G"(un) u2n] dx.
Using (G2) one finds
({,*(un) |un)2 &un&2&*q |un | qq&(1+:) |
0
G$(un) un dx
*(2&q) |un | qq+(1&:) |
0
G$(un) un dx.
Passing to the limit and using (15) we have
lim sup({,*(un) | un)*(2&q) |u| qq+(1&:) |
0
G$(u) u dx
*(2&q) |u| qq+(1&:)[\&* |u|
q
q]
=(1&:) \+*(1+:&q) |u| qq .
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Since, by (12), |u| qqc2 , it follows that lim sup({,*(un) | un)<0, provided
* is small. As a consequence, from (14) it follows that +n  0. Finally, we
use (11) and (13) to infer that
un=(1&2+n)&1 C(un)  C(u),
proving the lemma. K
Remark 2.6. The same arguments can be carried out for I* : setting
,*(u)=({I*(u) | u),
the equation ,*(tu)=0, u # S, has two solutions 0<t *<t * provided * is
small enough, and the set
M*=[u # E : ,*(u)=0, &u&\]
is a manifold satisfying the preceding Lemmas (with I* instead of I \* and
M* instead of M \* ). K
Remark 2.7. One could actually show that the set [u # E"[0]=
,*(u)=0] consists, if * is small enough, of two disjoint manifolds, radially
diffeomorfic to the unit sphere in E and such that Lemma 2.4 holds. K
Next we prove
Lemma 2.8. For *>0 sufficiently small, I* has two local minima on M* .
Proof. According to Lemma 2.3 and using Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 we infer
there exist v1 # M +* and v2 # M
&
* such that
I +* (v1)= min
u # M *
+
I +* (16)
I &* (v2)= min
u # M*
&
I &* (17)
We claim that v1, 2 are actually local minima of I* on M* . We follow the
arguments of [11] and hence we will be brief. If not, there exists a
sequence w= # M* , with w=  v1 in E and such that
I*(w=)<I*(v1) (18)
(same argument for v2). We can assume that w= is the minM* & B = I* , where
B= [u # E : &u&v1&=]. Then there exist *= # R and +=0 such that
{I*(w=)&*={,*(w=)=+= w= . (19)
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Taking the scalar product with w= it follows
&*=({,*(w=) |w=)=+= &w=&2.
From Lemma 2.8 (see also Remark 2.6) and since +=0, we infer that
*=0. Letting {I*(u)=u&K*(u) and {,*(u)=u&F*(u), (19) implies
(1&*=&+=) w= K*(w=)+*= F*(w=).
This can be written as
&(1&*=&+=) 2w= l*(w=)
for some smooth nonlinearity l* satisfying a growth condition like
|l*(u)|a1+a2 |u|:&1.
Recalling that :<2* and that *=0, +=0, a bootstrap argument yields
that w=  v1 in the C
1 norm. But then w=>0 (for = small) and (18) is con-
tradiction with (16). This proves the claim and the lemma follows. K
Proof of Theorem 2.1 Completed. We can assume that v1=v+ and
v2=v&. Letting H*=[h # C([0, 1], M*): h(0)=v+ , h(1)=v&], we set
b**= inf
h # H*
max[I*(h(t)): t # [0, 1]].
Note that b**>0 by Lemma 2.3. Since v+ , v& are local minima of I* , see
Lemma 2.8, I* satisfies the geometric assumptions of the MountainPass
Theorem with base points v+ and v& . Moreover, using Lemma 2.5, we
infer that b** is a critical level for I* on M* and carries a critical point v3
which is different from v+, v&. From Lemma 2.4-(ii) one has that
{I*(v3)=0, yielding a solution of (2). Since I*(v&)=b**>0, the proof is
complete. K
Remark 2.9. (i) If G is even then (2) has infinitely many solutions at
negative and at positive level (see [5] and [8]). One could find the latters
by means of the preceding procedure using the LusternikSchnirelman
theory. Actually, if G is even then I* is also even and M* is symmetric with
respect to the origin and has infinite LusternikSchnirelman category.
(ii) It is clear that the nonlinearity |u|q&2 u could be substituted by
a more general, possibly not even, concave functions with the same
behaviour.
(iii) Since I* satisfies the (PS) condition on [I*0], the existence of
u3 could be proved under the milder restriction :2*. Actually, we suspect
that one needs no growth restriction at all. K
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Let us notice that the preceding approach also works for *=0 and
allows us to find a new and simple proof of a result of Z. Wang [23]. In
such a case, ,(u)=&u&2&0 G$(u) u dx, M=[u # E"[0]: ,(u)=0] and the
arguments above yield the existence of two local minima for I on M. Then
the Mountain-Pass theorem provides a third critical point and one gets:
Proposition 2.10. Suppose that (G1&G2&G3) hold. Then
{&2u=G$(u),u=0
x # 0,
x # 0,
(20)
has at least three non trivial solutions.
3. Positive Solutions for the Radial p-Laplacian
Here we consider problem (1) when 0 is a ball, say
0=[x # RN: |x|<1].
We shall look for radial positive solutions of (1), namely for u=u(r)
verifying
Apu=rN&1f*(u), 0r<1,
{u(1)=0, (21)u$(0)=0.
where
Apu=&(rN&1 |u$(r)| p&2 u$(r))$,
f*(u)=*uq&1+u:&1,
and
1<q<p<:<p*, with p*=
Np
N&p
if p<N and p*= otherwise.
By a solution of (21) we mean hereafter a u # C(0, 1) which solves (21)
weakly. In the sequel we shall make use (also without mentioning them
explicitly) of the regularity results of [21], [13] and [22], namely that if
u # C(0, 1) is any weak solution of (21), then u # C1, &.
The section is divided in several parts.
(a) Some Preliminary Uniqueness Results. We begin by recalling the
following uniqueness result.
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Lemma 3.1. The Cauchy problem
Apu=rN&1 |u(r)|:&2 u(r),
{u(0)=a, (22)u$(0)=0,
has a unique C1, & solution u=ua .
The proof of this result, also in a much more general setting, can be
found in [14].
As an application of Lemma 3.1 we obtain the following uniqueness results
Lemma 3.2. For *=0 Problem (21) has a unique positive solution v0 .
Proof. Let u1 , u2 be two solutions of (21) for *=0. Let, for example,
u1(0)u2(0) and set
+=
u1(0)
u2(0)
, R=+( p&a)p
and
v2(r)=+u2 \ rR+ .
One checks that v2 satisfies the Cauchy problem,
Apv2=rN&1 |v2(r)| :&2 v2(r),
{v2(0)=+v2(0)=u1(0),v$2(0)=0.
By Lemma 3.1 one deduces that v2(r)=u1(r), namely
u1(r)=+u2 \ rR+ .
As a consequence, u1(R)=+u1(1)=0, where R1 because +1. Since
u1>0 for r # (0, 1), it follows that R=1, whence +=1. Then u1(0)=u2(0)
and u1 #u2 by Lemma 3.1. K
Lemma 3.3. For all a>0 there exists a unique Ra such that
{va(Ra)=0,v$a(Ra)<0,
where va is the solution of the Cauchy problem (22).
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Proof. Let a0 #v0(0) and let
Ra=\ aa0+
( p&:)p
u~ (r)=
a
a0
v0 \ rRa+ .
Then a direct computation shows that
Apu~ =rN&1u~ :&1
{u~ (0)=a,u~ $(0)=0,
so u~ (r)=va(r), by Lemma 3.1 and hence va(Ra)=aa0 u0(1)=0. Moreover
by Hopf lemma v$a(Ra)<0. K
As a consequence of the previous lemma we obtain the following
Corollary which is an extension to our situation of the well known result
by Gidas and Spruck, [18].
Corollary 3.4. Let u be any solution of
{Apu=r
N&1 |u|:&2 u,
u$(0)=0,
0r<,
u(r)0.
Then u#0.
Proof. If a=u(0)=0 the result follows trivially by Lemma 3.1. Assume
that u>0. Then by Lemma 3.3 there exists Ra where u(Ra)=0 and
u$(Ra)<0, so u changes sign, a contradiction. K
Remark 3.5. An elementary consequence of Lemma 3.1 is that in the
case N=1 all the solutions to the problem (21) with *=0 are symmetric.
The reader could check that if N=1 the moving planes method also works.
(See [15]). K
(b) A Priori Estimates. Here we obtain uniform bounds for the solu-
tions of problem (21). First we prove:
Lemma 3.6. There exists 4 >0 such that for *>4 , problem (21) has no
positive solution.
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Proof. By contradiction, let us assume that there exists *n  + such
that for *=*n (21) has a positive solution. Let *1 be the first eigenvalue of
the p-Laplacian with associated eigenfunction ,1>0:
Ap ,1=*1, p&11 , 0r<1,
{,1(1)=0, (23),$1(0)=0
For any =>0, letting +=*1+=, there exists *0>0 such that g(s, +, *) :=
*sq&1+s:&1&+s p&1>0 for all *>*0 and all s>0. Take a *n>*0 such
that (21) has, for such *n a positive solution un . Since g(un , +, *)>0, it
follows that such a un is a supersolution of the problem
Apu=(*1+=) u p&1, 0r<1,
{u(1)=0, (24)u$(0)=0.
On the other hand t,1 , t>0, is a subsolution of (21). Letting t>0 be such
that t,1un , then the usual iteration method yields a positive solution of
(24). Since =>0 is arbitrary, this is a contradiction with the fact that *1 is
isolated. (See [7]). K
Remark 3.7. For future reference we point out that the preceding
Lemma holds in a greater generality. Actually, since we did not use the fact
that 0 is a ball, the same argument shows that (1) has no positive solution
for *>0 large enough. K
Set
4=sup[*>0: (21) has a positive (radial) solution].
By the previous Lemma we know that 4<. We know also that 4>0
because for *>0 small enough we can find a positive solution: it suffices
to use critical point theory, see [16], or by sub and supersolutions, see
[9].
Now we get the uniform estimate in the L-norm in the radial case.
Lemma 3.8. There exists C>0 such that
|u|C
for all positive (radial ) solutions of (21) and all * # [0, 4].
Proof. We argue by contradiction. Let un be a sequence of (radial)
positive solutions of Apun=rN&1f*n(un), ([*n]/R), such that |un |   .
Without loss of generality we can assume *n  *.
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It is easy to see that for any n the equation implies that un achieves its
maximum at the point r=0, i.e., un(0)=|un | .
Now, we normalize by using the following rescaling.
wn(r)=+;n un(+nr)
where
{
+n=un(0)&(:&p)p
;=
p
:&p
>0
Obviously, limn   +n=0.
Such a wn satisfies
Apwn=rN&1(*n +;( p&q)+pn w
q&1
n +w
:&1
n ), 0<r<+
&1
n ,
{wn(0)=1,wn(+&1n )=0,
Using Lemma 3.3 with a=1, let R1 be such that v1(R1)=0 (hence
v1(0)=1) and choose R >R1 . From the results of [13] and [22] already
cited before, it follows that wn are uniformly bounded in C1, &(0, R ). Then
one has that
wn  v
in C1(0, R ), up to a subsequence. The limit function v is a solution of (21)
with *=0, v(0)=1, such that v(r)>0 in 0<r<R . This is a contradiction
with the choice of R . K
Remark 3.9. The extension of the result in Lemma (3.8) for solutions of
(1) on general domains and p{2 is an open problem. K
(c) Existence Results. We can state the main result in this section.
Theorem 3.10. For all * # (0, 4) the problem (21) admits at least two
positive solutions
Proof. Fixed *0 # (0, 4) we take + # (*0 , 4). Let u be a positive solution
of (21) for *=+. Now u is a strict supersolution to the problem (21) for
*=*0 , because *0<+. It is easy to check that u
==,1 with =>0 small
enough and ,1>0 satisfying (23), verifies u
<u and is a strict subsolution
of the problem (21) for *=*0 .
Let us set
X=[v # C 1(0): v(x)=v( |x| ), v(1)=0]
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and, for * # (0, 4), consider the map K* defined on X by setting:
K*(v)=(Ap)&1 (rN&1f*(v)).
It is well known (see, for example, [14]) that K* maps X into itself.
Moreover, one has:
u

<K*(u
) u >K*(u ).
So, if we define
X=[v # X | u

vu ],
we find that
K*0 : X  X.
By the C 1, & estimates in [13] and [22], already recalled in the beginning
of this section, it follows that K* is compact. In particular,
K*0(X)/X
is a compact set in X. The Schauder fixed point theorem implies that there
exists a u0 # X such that K*0(u0)=u0 , or, in others words, (21) for *=*0
has at least a solution in X. If u0 is not the unique fixed point in X we have
nothing to prove. Otherwise, u0 can be obtained by iterations and then
u

<u0<u . So by the Hopf lemma we have that u0 is in the interior of X
(in the C1 topology). Hence there exits =>0 such that u0+=B1 /X. Here
B1 denote the unit ball in X.
To complete the proof we use topological degree arguments developed in
[1]. In fact we have
deg(I&K*0 , u0+=B1 , 0)=i(K*0 , u0+=B1 , X)=i(K*0 , X, X)=1, (25)
where we use the permanence and excision properties of the degree. (See
[1] Chapter 3, especially the proof of the Schauder fixed point theorem for
the last equality).
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.6, we know that for *>4 problem (21)
has no positive solution. By Lemma 3.8 we know that for all * # [0, 4],
(21) has no positive solution such that
|u|\>C.
So by the homotopy invariance of the LeraySchauder degree we get
deg(I&K*0 , \B1 , 0)=deg(I&K4+$ , \B1 , 0)=0.
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Then by the excision property and (25) we infer
deg(I&K*0 , \B1"[u0+=B1], 0)
=deg(I&K* 0 , \B1 , 0)&deg(I&K* 0 , u0+=B1 , 0)=&1 (26)
Hence, K*0 has another fixed point u1 # \B1"[u0+=B1].
It remains to show that the trivial solution u=0 has index 0, namely
that deg(I&K* 0 , =B1 , 0)=0 provided = is sufficiently small. For this we
first note that _* such that \{>0 the problem
Apu=rN&1( f* (u)+{), 0r<1,
{u(1)=0,u$(0)=0.
has no positive solution: otherwise, if * >0 is such that
f* (u)+{>f* (u)>(*1+$) u p&1,
for some $>0, the same arguments of Lemma 3.6 would yield a positive
eigenfunction for *=*1+$. It follows that the homotopy
H({, u)=u&A&1p (r
N&1( f* (u)+{))
is admissible and hence
deg(I&K* , eB1 , 0)=(deg(H(0, } ), eB1 , 0)=deg(H(1, } ), B1 , 0)=0,
for all e>0. On the other hand, _=>0 such that u=0 is the only solution
of (21) in =B1 . Then, again by homotopy, one finds
deg(I&K* 0 , =B1 , 0)=deg(I&K* , =B1 , )=0.
This completes the proof. K
Remark 3.11. The fact that 0 is a ball is used only to prove the
uniform bounds of Lemma 3.8. If p=2, such a priori estimate holds true
for any bounded domain 0, see [18]. As a consequence, the proof of
Theorem 3.10 gives an alternative method to show the subcritical result in
[5]. Actually, the minimal solution in [5] is a local minimum and has
index =1, while the solution found in [5] as mountain pass critical point
has index =&1. K
As a byproduct of the a priori estimates we also obtain the following
result.
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Theorem 3.12. There exists a bifurcation branch of positive solutions of
(21), emanating from (0, 0), which contains the unique positive solution of
(21) for *=0.
Proof. For *=0 (21) has a unique positive solution v0 . By uniquenes,
such v0 is of mountain-pass type and then the local degree is &1. This is
well known, but it can be proved in a quite simple way in the present case.
Roughly, v0 can be found by variational arguments, working on the
Sobolev space W 1, p0 and looking for stationary points of the energy
functional, say J, therein. Actually, introducing the manifold M=
[u # W 1, p0 : ({J(u) | u)=0], as in Section 2, v0 turns out to be a minimum
of J on M. We can write W 1, p0 =VW, with W the tangent space to M
at v0 and V, one-dimensional space. Then J"(v0) is positive definite on W
hence the degree of the restriction of {J to W is 1. On V the functional has
a maximum and the corresponding degree is &1. By the product formula
of the degree we deduce that the index of v0 is &1.
Now, by the LeraySchauder theory, there exists a continuoum of
positive solutions of (21) branching off from v0 . By the a priori estimates
in Lemmas 3.6 and 3.8, such a branch is bounded in R_X. Moreover,
since (21) has a minimal solution for each * # (0, 4), the branch turns back
and must meet (0.0). K
Remark 3.13. Let S* be the set of u such that (*, u) is on the branch
found above, and set **=sup[*>0: S* {<]. It is clear that for all
* # (0, **), (21) has at least two positive solutions. But we do not know if
**=4. K
Remark 3.14. (i) If p=N it has been proved in [19] that all the solu-
tions of (1) are radially symmetric, provided 0 is a ball. So in the case
p=N our bifurcation diagram is also valid for all the solutions in a ball.
(ii) By using the a priori estimates of [18] and the degree theoretic
results of [12], one can prove the preceding bifurcation result for the
second order problem (2), on any bounded domain 0. K
4. Bifurcation of Positive Solutions
The main purpose of this section is to give the extension of the result in
[3] and [4] to the p-laplacian.
First, we deal with the existence of branches of positive solutions for
asymptotically equidiffusive problems, namely
{&2p u=*f (u),u=0
x # 0,
x # 0,
(27)
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where p>1, *>0 and f verifies
(f1) f # C1(R+, R);
(f2) f (s)=ms p&1+g(s) where g verifies
lim
s  
g(s)
s p&1&=
=0, for some =>0;
(f3) There is m>0,
lim
s  0+
f (s)
s p&1
=m.
Taking into account the homogeneity of the differential operator, we
say that the growth of f is equidiffusive. In the case p=2, equidiffusive is
nothing but asymptotically linear, and the results below will extend those
of [3].
In the sequel we shall extend continuously the function f to all of R in
such a way that f (s)0 if s0. We will not change symbol to denote this
extension. We point out that the weak maximum principle implies that if
*>0 and &2pu*f (u) then u0.
We will work here in the Banach space
Y=[u # C(0 ): u(x)=0 on 0],
equipped with the norm &u&# |u| ; we also set Br=[u # Y: &u&<r].
Consider the map 8* : Y  Y,
8*(u)=u&(&2&1p )(*f (u)).
Note that 8* is a compact perturbation of the identity.
To study the bifurcation from infinity of positive solutions of (27) we set
z=u&u&2, u{0, and consider
9*(z)=z&&z&2 \&2&1p \*f \ z&z&2+++ , z{0, 9*(0)=0
Let *1 denote, similarly than in Section 3, the first eigenvalue for the
p-laplacian in 0 with zero Dirichlet boundary conditions, and set *=
*1 m .
Theorem 4.1. If f verifies ( f1) and ( f2), then * is the unique bifurcat-
ing point from infinity for positive solutions of (27). Precisely, there exists a
branch of positive solutions (*, u*) of (27) such that &u* &  + as *  * .
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Proof. The arguments are quite similar to those of [3] and we will be
sketchy. One shows that
i(9*)=1 \0*<* , (28)
while
i(9*)=0 \*>* , (29)
where, hereafter i( } ) will denote the Leray Schauder index with respect to
0. This changes of index permits, like in [20], to show that the solutions
of 9*=0 contains a continuoum branching from (* , 0), which
corresponds a branch of positive solutions of (27) emanating from infinity
at *=* .
Proof of (28). Given **<* there exists R>0 such that 9*(u){0
provided * # [0, **] and u # Y with &u&R. Otherwise, there exists a
sequence [(un , *n)] such that &un&  , *n  * and 9*n(un)=0. Letting
vn=&un&&1 un , the properties of f and the elliptic estimates allow us to
conclude that, up to a subsequence, vn  v uniformly, and v verifies
&2pv=* mv p&1, v0 and &v&=1. Hence * m=*1 , a contradiction.
It follows that 9t*(z){0 for all t # [0, 1] and all z with 0<&z&R&1.
Then the invariance by homotopy yields that
deg(9* , B= , 0)=deg(Id, B= , 0)=1, \0<=<R&1,
proving (28).
Proof of (29). First, we claim that if *>* there exists R>0 such that
&2pu=*f (u)+{, u| 0=0
has no positive solution such that &u&R, for all {0.
By contradiction, assume the existence of sequences [un] and [{n] # R+
such that &un&   and &2pun=*f (un)+{n . Then vn=un&un& verifies
&2pvn=*mv p&1n +*g(un) &un&
&( p&1)+{n &un&&( p&1)
and g(un) &un &&( p&1) uniformly. Passing to a subsequence, we can assume
either (a) {n &un &&( p&1)  c0, or (b) {n &un&&( p&1)  .
In the case (a), the right hand side of the equation remains bounded in
Y, and we can assume, up a subsequence, that vn  v # Y. Hence, taking
limits
&2pv =*mv p&1+c(*1+=) v p&10,
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for any = such that 0<=<*m&*. Then, by the same argument as in
Lemma 3.6, see also Remark 3.7, we get a contradiction.
In the case (b), for n large enough we have
&2pvn*m v p&1n 0,
and we conclude as in the case (a).
The claim just proved allows us to say that
&2pu=*f (u)+t &u&2( p&1)
has no positive solution if &u&R, for all t # [0, 1]. Letting z=u &u&&1,
one infers that
&2pz=&z&2( p&1) *f (z &z&&2)+t
has no positive solution provided 0<&z&R&1, \t # [0, 1]. Hence, the
homotopy H: [0, 1]_Y  Y,
H(t, z)=z&(&2&1p (&z&
2( p&1) *f (z &z&&2)+t))
is such that H(t, z){0 for any z # Y with 0<&z&R&1 and for any
t # [0, 1].
Therefore, for all = # (0, R&1]:
deg(9* , B= , 0)=deg(H(0, } ), B= , 0)=deg(H(1, } ), B= , 0)=0
proving (29). This completes the proof of the Theorem. K
Next we study briefly the bifurcation from u=0.
Theorem 4.2. If f verifies ( f1) and ( f3), then *0=*1 m is the unique
bifurcation point from the trivial solution for positive solutions. Precisely,
there exists an unbounded branch of positive solutions emanating from
(*0 , 0).
Proof. By arguments quite similar to those of Theorem 4.1 one shows
that i(8*)=1 for all * # [0, *0), while i(8*)=0 for all *>*0 , and the
conclusion follows as above. K
Remark 4.3. (i) We have considered the case in which f (0)=0. It is
clear that we could also deal with the case f (0)>0, yielding a bifurcation
from (0, 0).
(ii) If f (s)>0 for all s>0, the arguments of Lemma 3.6, see also
Remark 3.7, show that (27) has no positive solution for * large and hence
the branches emanating from (*0 , 0) and from infinity are connected.
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We end this section by dealing with the case when f (0)<0. The results
we will obtain are the quasilinear counterpart of [4]. The proofs make use
of the arguments employed above, jointly with those discussed in [4]. The
details are left to the reader.
Theorem 4.4. Suppose f verifies ( f1), f (0)<0 and
( f4) _m>0 such that
lim
s  +
f (s)
s p&1
=m,
Then there exists =>0 such that (27) has positive solutions provides either
(1) a=lim infs  +( f (s)&ms p&1)>0 and * # [*&=, *)
(2) A=lim sups  +( f (s)&ms p&1)<0 and * # (* , *+=].
Theorem 4.5. Suppose f verifies ( f1), f (0)<0 and
( f5) _;>0, and q # (1, p) such that
lim
u  
f (s)
sq&1
=;.
Then there exists **>0 such that (27) has positive solutions for all *>**.
In fact, a connected set of positive solutions bifurcates from infinity at
*=+.
Finally we consider the case in which f satisfies
(f6) there exist ;>0 and : # ( p, p*) such that
lim
s  
f (s)
s:&1
=;.
In such a case we shall deal, as in the preceding section, with the existence
of radial solution of (27), namely with the existence of u=u(r) satisfying
Apu(r)=rN&1*f (u(r)), 0r<1,
{u(1)=0, (30)u$(0)=0.
One shows
Theorem 4.6. Let f verify ( f1), f (0)<0 and f (6). Then, there exists
*
*
>0 such that (30) has positive solutions for 0<*<*
*
. Moreover, there
exists a connected set of positive solutions of (30) bifurcating from infinity
at *=0.
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The proof is based (with minor changes) on the a priori estimates of
Lemma 3.8, on the proof of Theorem 4.1 and on the blow-up arguments
used in [4].
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